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1.1 Locked in stress



 

1.1 Locked in stress

● Maxwell Relaxation Time is linear
● Real relaxation time is complex, non-linear 

and depends on multiple factors
● Mechanically accomplished by dislocation 

creep, grain-boundary sliding and 
more. ...Jackson, 2007

● .. measured in seconds, days, months, 
years and, in the limit, a few hundred 
years

● ... so the rock can really not remember the 
stress operating when the Wits was 
deformed in the early Proterozoic or the 
Bushveld was emplaced @2055Ma

Jackson, I. (2007)  Treatise on Geophysics, Volume 2, 2007, Pages 493-525, 2.17 - Properties of 
Rocks and Minerals – Physical Origins of Anelasticity and Attenuation in Rock. Elsevier B.V.



 

1.2 Bushveld stress

Gothic arching, decline 
shaft to the north, FBA
The stress is EW!

.. but, stress 
measurements say 
stress is NS ..



 

1.2 Bushveld stress

Rockburst mechanism at Siphu indicates principle stress is NS



 

1.2 Bushveld stress

Rockburst mechanism at Siphu indicates principle stress is NS



 

1.2 Flexural slip due to continued down-warping

Figure 7 and its caption from Perritt and Roberts (2007). Flexural slip structures in the Bushveld Complex, 
South Africa? J. Struct. Geol., Volume 29, 1422-1429.



 

1.2 Bushveld stress – flexural slip  ...

Figure 2. of Steenekamp et al.(2018). Thrust fault in the Sonop area. Note the evidence of a fabric in the 
clay layer. In the lower left hand corner the UG-2 chromitite layer can be observed. Thickness of UG2 is 
approximately 1m and movement of the thrust is approximately 4.2m. 

Looking West  .. near Mooinooi



 

1.2 Forensic analysis of neo-tectonic deformation

Acheulian hand axes, made by Homo 
Erectus – these guys were around for a 
very long time until about 140000 years 
ago.

OSL burial dating of the sediments yielded 
two ages: 63 000 and 175 000 years.

OSL is an acronym for Optically-Stimulated Luminescence. Optically-
Stimulated Luminescence is a late Quaternary dating technique used 
to date the last time quartz sediment was exposed to light. As sediment 
is transported by wind, water, or ice, it is exposed to sunlight and 
zeroed of any previous luminescence signal.

Stress measurements 
suggest this kind of stress 
persists today



 

As prelude to the E1-E2 stress fracture story

1.3 Shear zones, small strain 
orientation



1.3 Shear zones, small strain orientation



1.3 .. low angle vs high angle

 Orientations of shear 
zone vein arrays – 

redrawn after Ramsay 
and Huber, 1983, Fig. 

3.21 

Ramsay, J.G. and Huber, M.I. (1983). The Techniques of Modern Structural Geology: Strain Analysis. 
Academic Press, New York. 307 pp



1.3 .. as seen in nature

... Ramsay and Huber, 
1983, Fig. 3.21 



1.3 High angle extension fractures in shear zones

TMS: Extreme flexural slip seen at de Kelders (left) and shear zone in fold 
core at Stanford’s Cove (right). 



 

1.3 curved extension fractures in shear zones

Not cross bedding



 

1.3 curved extension fractures in shear zones



 

1.3 curved extension fractures in sheared 
pseudotachylite

Not reverse fault/shear, but 2023Ma bedding plane fault with 
pseudotachylite, subjected to mining induced stress in the 
hangingwall just behind a CLR face – my geologist colleagues may 
choke on their lunch-time coffee ..



 

1.3 curved extension fractures in shear zones

Transtensional 
extension shear 
with curving 
extension fractures

Ductile shear with foliation showing 
maximum shear strain along the 
middle of the shear zone



 

1.3 Curved extension fracture in 
nature

Curving extension fractures in a brittle shear zone – late Cape Fold 
Belt deformation event - near Kleinbaai



 

2 E1-E3 fractures in stopes



 

2 E1-E3 fractures in stopes
van Aswegen, G. and Stander, M. (2012) Origins of some fractures around tabular stopes in deep South 
African mines, J. S. Afr. Inst. Min. Metall., vol. 112, pp 729-734.



 

Fractures around stopes, adapted from Adams, G.R., Jager, A.J., and Roering, C. 1981. Investigations of 
rock fractures around deep level gold mine stopes. In H.S. Einstein (comp.), Rock Mechanics from 

Research to Application. Proceedings of the 22nd U.S. Symposium on Rock Mechanics, Cambridge, MA, 
29 June-2 July, 1981. Cambridge: MIT, p 227-236.



 

Updated version in Jager, A.J and Ryder, J.A. (eds.) 1999. A Handbook on Rock 
Engineering Practice for Tabular Hard Rock Mines. SIMRAC, Johannesburg.



 

Jager and Ryder, Fig. 4.2.4. Development of shallow-dipping 
fractures over the stope face in a previous 'hard patch' 

Sorry Tony and John – this story is just wrong. 



 

Bow wave fractures

Our naïve 
understanding of bow 
wave fractures is based 
on 

– our knowledge that 
extension 
fractures follow δ1

– a static view of the 
state of stress 
around an 
opening 



 

Let's consider the rules of the 
game

Extension fractures follow δ1

– This means that extension fractures 
could be considered fossil records 
of the orientation of δ1 at the time 
of fracturing



 

We know that stress 
rotates under variable 
elastic strain 
conditions, mainly 
controlled by 
lithology and rock 
fabric 

McKinnon, S. Triggering of Seismicity Remote from Active Mining Excavations. Rock Mech. Rock Engng. 
39, 255–279 (2006). https://doi.org/10.1007/s00603-005-0072-5



 

We further know 
that stress rotates 
under variable 
elastic strain 
conditions, mainly 
controlled by 
lithology and rock 
fabric 

Cundall, P.A. (1990) Numerical modelling of jointed and faulted rock In: Hans Peter 
Rossmanith, first conference on the  Mechanics of Jointed and Faulted Rock, Vienna. 



 

Extension fractures, tracing 
δ

1
,   bent where they cross 

weaker band

Note change in 
orientation of 
fractures and 
differences in 
fracture spacing



 

We now focus on a “type locality” for low-angle 
fractures

Low angle fractures, 
in the VCR lava 
hangingwall,  

between primary 
extension fractures



 

Static stress around the stope at the 
“type locality” of low-angle fractures

Trajectories of σ
1
 and σ

3 
from a boundary element model of the stress 

state at the stope. The line contours depict values of σ
3
 (contour 

values range from 3 –to 100 MPa). The grid spacing is 2 m. The solid 
black curved line is a primary extension fracture, E1, some distance 

ahead of the face. 



 

Interpretation of fractures



 



 

Note the fractographic striations along the E1 fractures show that the these 
fractures formed through multiple cracks, each not more than a metre in 
diameter. The vertical orientation of these fractographic striae are consistent 
with a vertical δ

1
.



 

More E3's



 

More E3's



 

What about the Bushveld?

.. very similar to the Wits type locality

Rustenburg area



 

Northam



 

.. more from Northam



 

Significant rockfall hazard



 

Conclusions

Three main types of extension fractures, E1, E2 and E3 

… with many variations

Mechanism E1: simple extension fractures around 

a mine opening. 

Mechanism E2: extension fracturing in 

transpressional shear zones, dynamically formed 
when stope advance causes a few cm fast closure,       

          combined with the static stress field

Mechanism E3: Transtensional shearing along E2 
fractures (also bedding). 



 

3 Basic seismology

● Seismic event
● Hypocentre
● Magnitude – Moment – Potency

● Size, volume, displacement



  

Seismic event

A seismic event is the sudden, inelastic deformation within a 
given volume of rock, that radiates detectable seismic waves.

Seismic source: A volume of sudden inelastic strain of rock 
(deviatoric and/or isotropic) that radiates detectable seismic 
waves. Within the source, deformation is permanent, outside 
the source, the rock returns to its original state after the seismic 
(elastic) wave has passed. Generally, the source consists of a 
significant component of shear slip along a planar discontinuity.

Seismic source mechanism: The mechanism of the sudden 
failure within the source. Earthquake mechanisms are generally 
simple shear along pre-existing faults. In mines the source 
mechanisms are usually more complex because the partial 
closure of mine openings forms part of the seismic sources. 



 

Define seismic event through instrumentation

Seismic event – 
deformation event fast 
enough to radiate seismic 
waves

● So, to some extent, a seismic 
event is defined by the 
instruments we have at our 
disposal

Sensitivity and dynamic range of sensors commonly used in mine seismic systems. The region between the limits 
represents the usable range for each instrument. The geophone’s greater sensitivity up to several hundred hertz is clearly 
shown, as is the loss of dynamic range due to displacement clipping below these frequencies. A data acquisition system 
dynamic range of 132 dB with its  quantization noise matching the expected ground noise of 107 m/s is illustrated.

Figure 13 in “A Guide To Routine Seismic Monitoring In Mines” by A J Mendecki, G van Aswegen and P Mountfort. In “A Handbook on Rock 
Engineering Practice for Tabular Hard Rock Mines” by A J Jager and J A Ryder (eds.).



  

Description and quantification of a 
seismic event and seismicity

                                  EVENT
• t0  - origin time 

• x – hypocentre – generally point of rupture initiation

• P – Potency

• E – radiated seismic energy

                  

                              SEISMICITY
• Δt  - time between consecutive events – activity rate

• Δx – distance between consecutive events - clustering

• ΣP – sum of Potency

• Σ E – sum of radiated seismic energy



  

Seismic event location

Generally, since the seismic event hypocentre is based on 
the very first arrivals of the P- and S-waves, the recorded 
“location” is, in fact, the point of rupture initiation.

The source of maximum energy release can be far removed 
from this point, depending on the event size and complexity



  

Slip type events

Slip type events involve:
● Rupture - a moving dislocation line that separates the area that 

has slipped from the area yet to slip – the velocity of rupture 
propagation could reach velocities > 3000m/s). 

● Slip – the displacement of two blocks of rock across a planar 
discontinuity - the velocity of slip is generally of the order of 2m/s 
regardless of the event magnitude. 

● The area/volume of maximum seismic energy release can be 
significantly far from the point of rupture initiation. This may lead 
to confusion e.g. when the “location” of a large event does not 
coincide with the damage observed.



  

Aspects of a slip type seismic event



  

Quantification of a seismic event

Time of occurrence - mostly the time of rupture initiation. This is generally the 
most reliable measurement

Hypocentre location – highly dependent on the configuration of seismic sensors. 
Seismic potency P [m3] – a measure of the co-seismic deformation, estimated 
from the low frequency plateau in the displacement spectrum. For a simple slip 
source, it is described as the product of the average displacement d [m] 
and source area [m2]. More generally, P = ∆ε*V, where ∆ε is the strain 
change within the source volume. In practice, the inversion of seismic 
potency is more robust than radiated energy, and for this reason, the logarithm 
of seismic potency log P is probably the simplest, most reliable measure of 
seismic event size for the mining environment.

Seismic moment Mo [Nm] is the product of seismic potency and the rockmass 
rigidity (μ).
Radiated seismic energy E[J] is the portion of the energy released or work done 
at the source that is radiated as seismic waves. Seismic energy is proportional 
to the integral of the squared velocity spectrum in the far field and can be 
derived from recorded waveforms. 



  

Quantification of a seismic event
 P = ∆ε*V, where ∆ε is the average strain change 
within the source volume. 
We can consider the source volume as the volume of co-
seismic, non-elastic strain. If we can examine the rock in 
3D and draw a surface encapsulating all co-seismic strain 
> the elastic limit ...

Assuming an average stress drop of mining induced 
events namely ∆σ = 1 MPa then, for shear modulus  μ = 
30 GPa, 

the average strain change at the source ∆ε = ~10−4

For slip events: 

maximum displacement (Dmax) = .0046∛P

McGarr, A. and Fletcher, J.B. (2003) Maximum Slip in Earthquake Fault Zones, Apparent Stress, and Stick-Slip Friction.  
Bulletin of the Seismological Society of America, Vol. 93, No. 6, pp. 2355–2362



  

Quantification of a seismic event
 P = ∆ε*V where ∆ε is the average strain change within 
the source volume. 
average stress drop of mining induced ∆σ = 1 MPa then, for μ = 
30 GPa, the average strain change at the source ∆ε = ~10−4

... also, for a slip event, Dmax - .0046∛P    



 

Estimated vs measured displacements
Updated and corrected from van Aswegen, 2013 (RaSiM8)

Year Place Mag logP d measured d estimated Ratio

1970 ERPM 2.1 1.8 100 18 5.5

1970 ERPM1 1.7 1.2 100 11 8.7

1976 Dagbreek 5.1 6.3 220 574 0.4

1982 Wesselia2 4.6 5.5 430 323 1.3

1986 VR2# 4.8 5.8 400 406 1.0

1987  VR5# 4.9 6.0 200 456 0.4

1989 Brand 4.5 5.4 370 288 1.3

1990 Stuirmanspan 4.8 5.8 200 406 0.5

1992 Saaiplaas 4.7 5.7 150 362 0.4

1997 Bosman 3.7 4.2 370 115 3.2

1999 Dagbreek 5.1 6.3 400 574 0.7

2001 VR5# 4.2 5.0 200 214 0.9

2005 Bank dyke 2.3 2.1 110 23 4.7

2006 97W 2.3 2.1 100 23 4.4

Note1: There is uncertainty about whether shear B was a magnitude 3.4 or 1.7 Note 2: Directly after event  no 
displacement reported. In 1985 max 43cm measured. Years later (~1990) about 70cm was measured! Beware of 
post-seismic creep



 

Estimated vs measured displacements
Updated and corrected from van Aswegen, 2013 (RaSiM8)

Year Place Mag logP d measured d estimated Ratio

1970 ERPM 2.1 1.8 100 18 5.5

1970 ERPM1 1.7 1.2 100 11 8.7

1976 Dagbreek 5.1 6.3 220 574 0.4

1982 Wesselia2 4.6 5.5 430 323 1.3

1986 VR2# 4.8 5.8 400 406 1.0

1987  VR5# 4.9 6.0 200 456 0.4

1989 Brand 4.5 5.4 370 288 1.3

1990 Stuirmanspan 4.8 5.8 200 406 0.5

1992 Saaiplaas 4.7 5.7 150 362 0.4

1997 Bosman 3.7 4.2 370 115 3.2

1999 Dagbreek 5.1 6.3 400 574 0.7

2001 VR5# 4.2 5.0 200 214 0.9

2005 Bank dyke 2.3 2.1 110 23 4.7

2006 97W 2.3 2.1 100 23 4.4

Note1: There is uncertainty about whether shear B was a magnitude 3.4 or 1.7 Note 2: Directly after event  no displacement 
reported. In 1985 max 43cm measured. Years later (~1990) about 70cm was measured! Beware of post-seismic creep

The cases where the measured displacements exceeded those estimated from P are 
all Ortlepp shears with breakthrough shear ruptures (see below). This happens in a 
soft system – a runaway failure. Such soft systems are the volumes around mine 
openings. 



  

Seismic moment tensor

● A tensor of equivalent forces that reflects the mechanism of co-seismic strain. 
● Similar to the stress tensor or the strain tensor. The eigenvalues and 

eigenvectors reflect the values and orientations of the co-seismic strain axes.
● Visualized as an ellipsoid. The deviation of the ellipsoid from a unit sphere 

represents the model co-seismic infinitesimal strain. The visualized ellipsoid a 
gross exaggeration of the actual strain.

● You can make the ellipsoid through an infinite number of processes, but, luckily, 
seismologists know everything – so they decided on only three mechanisms: 
DC, ΔV and CLVD

● For 98% of earthquakes, they are OK – DC is fine – in mines they have little 
understanding!

● The model rather simplistic and reflects the overall co-seismic strain as “seen 
from a distance”. It does not account for the details of the seismic deformation 
processes that may be observed where the source is exposed in a mine 
opening.  



  

Seismic moment tensor

Hudson diagram: Moment pure 
explosion at the top corner, 
pure implosion at the bottom 
corner. Zero volume change 
plot along the bold centre line, 
prolate (cigar-shaped) at the 
left end of this line, oblate 
(pancake shaped) at the right 
end of the line. Double couple 
(simple shear) source plot at 
the centre of the diagram.

More on this in the third pdf 
below. 

Hudson, J.A., Pearce, R.G., and Rogers, R.M. (1989). Source type plot for inversion of the moment tensor. Journal 
of Geophysical Research, 94, 765–774.



  

4 Rockbursts
  A rockburst can be defined as the sudden and violent damage 

of an excavation caused by a seismic event. 

Strain burst

A strain burst: rockburst where the seismic source and the seismic damage 
are not distinguishable. Generally small. Can occur spontaneously where the 
excavation wall is overly stressed, or it can be triggered or induced by a 
larger seismic event some distance away, in that case, the strain burst is a 
site response to a distal event.  



  

Face parallel burst
Face parallel bursts (handbook) are 
rockbursts affecting significant lengths of 
mining faces due to a combination of 
shearing and crushing. Ortlepp shears 
are associated with the archetype 
rockburst of the SA mines, being a 
dynamic, brittle shear parallel and 
proximal to the stope face. More about 
Ortlepp shears later. 

Face parallel burst, Ortlepp shear



  

Face burst, pillar burst, pillar foundation failure

Face burst. The term face burst loosely refers to a rockburst with 
characteristics somewhere between that of a strainburst and a face 
parallel burst.

A pillar burst is a rockburst where the seismic source is the dynamic 
failure of a pillar. The seismic signals recorded by remote sensors 
generally do not show information about the complex failure mechanism 
within the pillar, but rather the sudden stope closure resulting from the 
partial removal of the pillar.

The term pillar foundation failure refers a rockburst mechanism 
involving the abutment of an elongate pillar that “punches” into the 
footwall (specifically where the footwall is weaker than the hangingwall) 
along a dynamic, brittle shear (Ortlepp shear)



  

Fault slip, dyke bursts

Slip on geological structures yields anything from a face-parallel 
burst (e.g. where a stope breasts onto a fault or dyke) to events 
seismologically indistinguishable from natural earthquakes. The 
real large fault slip events have sizes measured in km and the 
dimensions of the surrounding stopes are thus relatively small – 
such sources are dominated by simple shear with relatively minor 
volumetric components. Speculation about whether these large 
events are, to any extent, of natural origin, is irrelevant – the 
same faults do not yield earthquakes outside of the mining 
regions, so if one mines in the proximity of the larger faults, one 
must accept the associated hazard.

Dyke bursts are rockbursts where the seismic source is failure 
within, or along the contact of,  a dyke exposed by mining. Since 
the mafic dykes in the Wits are generally stronger and more 
brittle than the arenaceous country rock, they can burst violently. 



  

5. Ortlepp shears



  

5. Ortlepp shears
Type locality.

In geology, when a particular 
phenomenon is described/defined, it is 
common practice to refer to the type 
locality, i.e. where on can go and see for 
yourself. In the case of Ortlepp shears, 
the type locality is West Claims N0. 1 
Shaft – not accessible any more, but fully 
captured in  Dave’s book: Rock Fracture 
and Rockbursts - an illustrative study. 
SAIMM, Monograph Series M9.

The only problem is that he never 
referred to these structures as Ortlepp 
shears, for obvious reasons



 

Type locality



 

Type locality

The only problem is that Dave never referred to these 
structures as Ortlepp shears, for obvious reasons.



 

Nomenclature
● “mining induced fault zone” (Gay and Ortlepp, 1978)
● “shear zone” (McGarr et al., 1979) 
● “shear fracture” (Brummer, 1987)
● “burst fracture” (McGarr, 1971) 
● “shear rupture”, “dynamic rockburst rupture” (Ortlepp, 

1997) 
● “dynamic brittle shear” (Bosman and van Aswegen, 2003) 
Bosman, J.D. and van Aswegen, G. (2003) Dynamic failure of pillar remnants – case studies. ISRM 2003– Technology roadmap for 
rock mechanics, SAIMM, Johannesburg, pp 143 – 149.
Brummer, R.K. (1987) Fracturing and deformation at edges of tabular excavations: development of a numerical model describing 
such phenomena. Unpub. PhD thesis, Rand Afrikaans University, p. 204.
Gay, N.C. and Ortlepp, W.D. (1978) The anatomy of a mining induced fault zone. Geol. Soc. Am. Bull., Part1, 90, p. 47-58.
McGarr, A. (1971) Violent deformation of rock near deep level, tabular excavations – seismic events. Bull. Seismological Soc. Amer. 
61, No. 5, pp. 1453 – 1466.
McGarr, A., Pollard, D., Gay, N.C. and Ortlepp, W.D. (1979) Observations and analysis of structures in exhumed mine-induced 
faults. U.S. Geological Survey Open File Report. 79-1239, pp. 101–120.
Ortlepp W. D. (1997) Rock Fracture and Rockbursts – An Illustrative Study. SAIMM, Johannesburg. p. 98.

So, I suggested in 2008 to call them “Ortlepp shears”
van Awegen, G. 2008. Ortlepp shears – dynamic brittle shears of South African gold mines. 1st Southern Hemisphere International Rock
Mechanics Symposium, 16-19 September 2008, Perth, Western Australia. Potvin, Y (ed.). pp. 111–120.



 

Dave wrote in GAP 524:

The three main rupture surfaces each showed clearly the features which 
are quite peculiar to rockburst ruptures or ‘burst fractures’. These 
definitive characteristics are

– very finely comminuted ‘rock flour’ on an obviously freshly-sheared 
surface

– a relatively extensive, near perfectly planar surface showing a strongly 
textured lineated appearance like a greatly enlarged, sharp-edged metal-
working single-cut file. This has been described as a ‘hackled’ surface in 
the earlier work and is probably the most definitively diagnostic feature of 
a burst rupture

– a shear displacement or off-set of several centimetres in a dip-slip, 
normal sense

– ‘pinnate joints’ or subsidiary extension fractures extending away from the 
surface of shear movement for several millimetres to several centimeters

– the acute angle between these secondary extension features and the 
main shear surface always points in the direction of relative motion of the 
shear movement



 

Ortlepp shears

– En echelon extension fractures
Geometric relations to mine openings
Internal structure
– En echelon extension fractures
– Conjugate sets
– Shear zone wall lineations
– Breakthrough shear ruptures
– Rock flour
– Slip striations



 

En echelon extension fractures 



 

n
Bosman, J.D. and van Aswegen, G. (2003) Dynamic 
failure of pillar remnants – case studies. ISRM 2003
- Technology roadmap for rock mechanics, SAIMM, 
Johannesburg.

Koos Bosman discovered 
a beautiful set of Ortlepp 
shears when the 
hanginwall of a rockburst 
damaged stope was 
exposed.



 

From a collection of Dave’s photographs

Note that the extension fractures are nearly normal to 
the shear zone



 

The very large angle between two Ortlepp shears which 
appear to form a conjugate may suggest σ

1
 ≈ σ

2

From a collection of Dave’s photographs



 

Some questions

What is the direction of rupture propagation?

What is the origin of the “strongly textured, lineated appearance 
like a greatly enlarged, sharp-edged metal-working single-cut 
file”?

Does the shear develop in its entirety as one event?



 

Geometric relations to mine openings

The rupture initiates in the near-solid rock and propagates 
towards the mine opening



 

Geometric relations to mine openings
The “overshoot” into a region where they would generally not be 
welcome, is maybe the best proof of the direction of rupture 
propagation.



 

Origin of the shear zone wall lineations – 
the gully end = shear zone wall

Mining from right to left, Ortlepp shear overshoot into the fw, exposed after 
stope advance



 

Same site, after the gully 
was advanced

MT



 

Same site, after the gully 
was advanced

MT



 

Shear zone wall lineations

The strong lineation is 
simply the intersection 
lines between the 
extension fractures 
and the shear zone 
wall .. normal to the 
direction of slip 



 

Breakthrough shear ruptures

In the archetype 
Ortlepp shear, the 
shear zone consists 
of an intricate 
combination of en-
echelon extension 
fractures and 
breakthrough shear 
rupture zones, the 
latter at a low angle 
to the shear zone 
itself in a Riedel-like 
geometrical 
configuration. It is 
along breakthrough 
shear rupture zones 
that rock 
pulverization is 
commonly observed 
and along which 
significant 
displacement takes 
place.



 

What if there are no breakthrough shear ruptures?

No breakthrough shear 
ruptures indicate 
stable deformation in a 
stiff system – must 
have formed some 
distance ahead of the 
stope and was then 
exposed after stope 
advance.



 

Ortlepp shear in stiff environment

The lack of a breakthrough rupture zone indicates a well controlled experiment with a 
very stiff loading system



 

Ortlepp shear in stiff environment

The lack of a breakthrough rupture zone indicates a well controlled experiment with a 
very stiff loading system



 

Ortlepp shear in stiff environment

The lack of a breakthrough rupture zone indicates a well controlled experiment with a 
very stiff loading system – only possible some distance ahead of the stope



 

The powder

The ou manne will 
tell you – after a real 
rockburst, 
everything is white 
in the stope – 
covered by rock 
flour.

It is the product of 
extreme strain rate.



 

Bosman fault



 

Bosman fault – Koos se klippie



 

Koos se klippie



  

Rock flour



  

Negative angle of repose

Rock flour



 

The powder

● Gouge from the San Andreas fault and the rupture zone of the 
Bosman fault, display similar characteristics, in that ultrafine 
grains approach the nanometre scale, gouge surface areas 
approach 80 m2/g ... 

● Ultrafine grain size results from dynamic pulverization at the 
rupture front, propagating at a very high rate. It is the rupture 
that forms the powder, not frictional grinding during slip. It 
may involve relatively small slip.

● Gouge surface energy is a significant contributor to 
earthquake energy balance. The surface energy consumed by 
new gouge can account to 50% or more of earthquake 
energy– may explain lack of heat anomalies over fault zones

● Fault slip events like the Matjhabeng earthquake of 1999 
(Dagbreek fault) with soft gouge do not yield similar rock flour



 

Do they occur in nature?



 

Apparently yes

Somewhere in the eastern BIC
Found by Koos Bosman
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